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Characterization of Atmospheric Pressure
Microplasma Jet Source and its Application to
Bacterial Inactivation
Sun Ja Kim, Tae Hun Chung,* Se Hwan Bae, Sun Hee Leem
Atmospheric pressure microplasma jet sources driven by radio-frequency wave of 13.56MHz
and by low frequency continuous wave of several kHz ac were fabricated and characterized.
The source consists of an ac-driven copper wire (needle) surrounded by dielectric layer that are
placed in a glass tube, and a ground plane electrode (pin-to-plane electrode configuration). The
basic physical and chemical properties of the plasma jet sources, such as optical emission
spectrum, gas temperature, and power deposition were investigated. With various geometri-
cal and operational parameters changed, plasma jets showed different discharge character-
istics. The geometrical parameters include the length of the pin wire exposed to the plasma,
the distance between the pin to the outlet of the glass tube, and the distance between the pin
and the plane electrode. The operational parameters include the applied voltage (amplitude
and frequency) and the gas flow rate. As an
example of biomedical application of the micro-
plasma jets, the bacterial inactivation experiment
was performed. Plasma power (or applied vol-
tage), treatment time, and needle-to-sample dis-
tance were varied and the bacterial inactivation
effects of these parameters were observed.
Introduction

Non-thermal plasmas offer high excitation selectivity and

energy efficiency in plasma chemical reactions. They are

sources of UV, Visible and IR radiation, free radicals and
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active species that can play important roles in various

techniques. Non-thermal atmospheric discharges and their

applications in biomedical treatments have become hot

issues of current low-temperature plasma research.[1–4]

Atmospheric pressure microplasma jet sources are among

the most plausible candidates for that purpose. They have

been operated at an excitation frequency either in the

several tens of kilohertz ac range (or pulsed mode) or in

the radio-frequency (RF) range.[5–8] Due to various design

configurations and operation conditions of microplasma

jets, the factors governing thedischarges, for instance, heat,

charged particle, electric field, chemically active species

may be very distinct.[9] Atmospheric pressure glow
DOI: 10.1002/ppap.200850001
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Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental setup. a) LF microplasma
jet and b) RF microplasma jet with diagnostics systems.
discharges have been shown to inactivate many different

microorganisms, including bacteria,[10–12] fungus,[13] bac-

terial spores,[14–16] plant cells,[8] cancer cells,[3] proteinac-

eous matters,[17,18] and even genetic DNA.[9] Different

designs have been investigated for prospective use in

biomedical applications. For biomedical applications, the

plasma sources have to provide truly non-thermal plasmas

near roomtemperaturewithoutanyelectricalandchemical

risks. In order to treat living tissues, the plasma should

guarantee the low current and low gas temperature. For

better control of the treatment processes, it is essential to

understand the basic physical and chemical properties of

the microplasma jets, such as electrical characteristics and

power deposition, optical emission spectrum, and gas

temperature.

In this paper, specially designedmicroplasma jet sources

driven by a several tens of kilohertz ac and 13.56MHz RF

voltages are reported. The plasma generation in micro-

plasma jets relies on various mechanisms: capactively

coupled RF discharges, corona discharges, and dielectric

barrier discharges (DBD).[19–22] A corona discharge appears

as a luminous glow localized in space around a point tip (or

wire) in a highly non-uniform electric field. Dielectric

barrier discharges operating at atmospheric pressure are

drivenbyapulsed or sinusoidal voltage at frequencies from

50Hz up to several tens of kHz (even up to RF) and at least

one of electrodes has insulating layer. The dielectric barrier

discharge in some cases has a safer feature of the source to

prevent destruction in the case of an accidental arc

formation. Some RF jet sources do not rely on the use of a

dielectric barrier for their mode of operation.[23] The kHz

sources instead rely on the presence of a dielectric barrier.

The corona and DBD hybrid discharge systems are

accessible to generate a glow discharge, and its character-

istics can be controlled to suitable condition.[24] The devices

developed here also utilize the combined working princi-

ples of capactively coupled RF discharge, corona discharge,

andDBD. For both electrical discharges, the electrical circuit

features are discussed and the characterization of the

emission spectra is presented. The effects of various design

configurations and operation parameters on the discharge

properties ofplasmaare investigated. Theeffect of aground

plane electrode is also explored. As an example of

biomedical application of the microplasma jets, the

bacterial inactivation experiment was performed. In this

work, a living tissue itself is used as one of the electrodes

and directly participates in the active plasma discharge

process. In biomedical applications, the counter electrode

might be the patient or the medical instruments to

be sterilized. If the medical instruments are made from

polymers, the counter electrode concept will not work.

Muchcanbe learntof thebactericidal capability andrelated

physicalmechanisms of low-temperature plasmas. Plasma

power (or applied voltage), treatment time, and needle-to-
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sampledistancewerevaried. And thebacterial inactivation

effects of these parameters were observed. It is reasonable

to assume that similar effects can be obtained on other

microbes and cancer cells.
Experimental Part

Figure1depicts a schemeof twomicroplasma jet sources operating

atatmosphericpressure.Theyconsistofaplasmageneratorandthe

instruments used for measuring the voltage and current, and for

detecting the optical emission intensity from theplasma. Figure 1a

shows the jet source driven by several tens of kilohertz ac voltage.

At the centerof theglass tube there is a copperwirewithadiameter

of 0.9mm and a pencil-shaped tapered end. The power source

(FTLab HPSI200) of several tens of kilohertz is connected to the

copper wire. The wire was concentric with a T-shaped cylindrical

glass tube, which has an inside diameter of 6mm and an outside

diameter of 8mm. Thewire shaftwas coveredwith a polyethylene

insulator tube, leaving a length of 4mmof thewire exposed to gas.

Theglass tube isfilledwithheliumgas (99.999%)deliveredataflow

rate in the range of 0.5–8 l �min�1, controlled by a flow meter

(Kofloc RK1600R). The grounded plane electrodemade of iron,with

2.5�2.5 cm2 in dimension and 0.5mm in thickness, can be placed

near the outlet of the glass tube. Figure 1b shows the jet source

driven by 13.56MHzRF voltage. The power is supplied by RF power

generator (YS E03F) operating at 13.56MHz and is connected to the

tungstenwire through ahomemade L-typematchingnetwork. The

plasma generator consists of a tungsten wire (0.3mm diameter)

with a sharpened tip, confined in a Perspex tube with inner

diameter of 7mm and outer diameter of 10mm. The wire was

inserted coaxially in a Perspex tube and it protruded from the

stainless steel holder by 1.3 cm. The RF plasma jet device utilizes a

combination of a single pin corona discharge with an RF coaxial

cylindrical capacitivedischarge.[7] The incidentandreflectedpower

were monitored using a power meter (DAIWA DP810) connected

via dual directional coupler (ARDC2600). In both cases, a and b, the
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waveforms of the voltage and the current were measured using a

real time digital oscilloscope (LeCroy WS44Xs) via high voltage

probe (Tektronix P5100) and current probe (Pearson 3972). To

identify the reactive species thataregenerated in thedischargeand

subsequently expelledwith the gas flow, spectrawere recorded for

the emission along the axis of the jet in the range from 200 to

800nm. The light emitted by the microplasma was focused by

means of optical fiber into entrance slit of 0.75mmonochromator

(SPEX 1702), equipped with a grating of 1 200grooves mm�1 and

slitwidth of 100mm. The lightwas collimated at the exit slitwhere

a photomultiplier tube converted photons into an electric signal.

As an example of biomedical application of the microplasma

jets, the bacterial inactivation experiment was performed.

Escherichia coli (K-12 DH10B, competent cells) are inoculated from

a glycerol stock into Luria–Bertani medium, the mixture is shaken

for 14h. The culture is grown at 37 8C with shaking. The E. coli

(yielded final concentrations of about 3� 106 CFUs �ml�1) suspen-

sion samples of 1ml was deposited on the cover glass and directly

exposed to the plasma. The distances of 2, 5mm (the RF jet), and

1.5 cm (the LF jet) were chosen to place the samples from the tip of

the pin electrode for exposure. The exposure time varied from 5 to

60 swith a 5 s step interval and the gas flow ratewas kept constant

(1 l �min�1 for the RF jet, 2 l �min�1 for the LF jet). Following the

standardmicrobiologyprocedure, for eachexperimental condition,

five sampleswereprepared, three submitted to the plasmaflowing

afterglow, and one stored in the lab atmosphere for the same

duration, as a control. Another control experiment was performed

with the same gas flow, exceptwith the plasma turned off. For the

treated sample with the gas flow only, the same result was

obtained as that for the control sample. The treated samples were

thenplaced ina10mlof steriledistilledwaterandwere thoroughly

detached from the cover glass by using vortex and a repeated

pipetting. The mixtures were serially diluted from 10�2 to 10�4.

Afterwards, the diluted solutionwere spreadontoPetri disheswith

the culture media (LB agar, Miller) and incubated at 37 8C for 20h.

After the incubation, the resulting colony formingunits (CFU)were

counted. Plasma power (or applied voltage), treatment time, and

needle-to-sample distance were varied and the bacterial inactiva-

tion effects of these parameters were observed.
Results and Discussion

Low-frequency Microplasma Jet

Pin-to-plane electrode configuration is appropriate for

certain applications, such as local and small-area surface

treatments. When various geometrical and operational

parameters changed, plasma jets showed different dis-

charge characteristics. The geometrical parameters include

the length of the pin wire exposed to the plasma (p), the

distance between the pin to the outlet of the glass tube (s),

and the distance between the pin and the plane electrode

(d). The operational parameters include the applied voltage

(amplitude and frequency) and the gas flow rate. When

helium is injected from the gas inlet and 50 kHz sinusoidal

1.5 kV voltage is applied to the electrode in Figure 1a, a
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homogeneousplasma is generatedand is launched through

the end of the tube and in the surrounding air. The plasma

has a cylindrical shape. The length of the plasmaplume can

beadjustedby thegasflowrateand theappliedvoltage. The

length is indicative of the distance many reactive species

can extend into the ambient atmosphere. The length of the

plasma plume is shown as a function of applied voltage for

two gas flow rates of 4 l �min�1 and 8 l �min�1 in Figure 2a.

The plasma length increases with increasing the applied

voltage. Since it is mainly the electrons that play an

important role in the plasma generation, the electron

oscillatory displacement is related to the plasma length.[7]

Usually, the increasing of the helium feeding results in jet

elongation,while further increase (here, up to 8 l �min�1) in

the flow rate caused jet shortening and appearance of a

turbulent tail at the jet’s end. Larger gas flow rate seems to

beequivalent to larger gaspressure. The electronoscillatory

displacement is inversely proportional to the collision

frequency, therefore, the plasma length decreases with

increasing the gas flow rate. Since the electron displace-

ment is proportional to the electric field, the plasma length

increases with increasing the applied voltage. If the length

of the pin wire electrode exposed to gas (p) is increased to

3.0 cm, the length of the plasma plume reaches up to 6 cm.

The lengthof theplasmaplume is correlated to the distance

that reactive species travel into the ambient. Since at

atmosphericpressure the recombination rate is sohigh, any

real transport of reactive species from the plasma source

over several centimeters will not work quantitatively. It is

more likely that the excitation is due to an ionizationwave

along the gas channel and is triggered by the kHz excitation

inside the source. This excitation might cause local

dissociation of the source gas along that gas channel.

Figure 2b shows current-voltage curves for two different p.

Theappliedvoltage is in therangeof800–1 700Vrmsandthe

measured total current is 3–7mArms. It is observed that the

case of p¼ 3 cm has a lower total current whereas it has a

longer plume. The total current versus the applied voltage

for the three different cases (one without the metal plane

electrode, and others with the plane electrode of distances

from the pin, d¼ 1.5 cm, and d¼ 2.5 cm) are presented in

Figure 2c. The presence of the conducting plate enhances

the total current. The case of small d has a higher current.

The total current versus the applied voltage for different

distances between the pin to the outlet of the glass tube (s)

are presented in Figure 2d where they are also compared

withthecurrent for thecaseofdifferentglass tube length (l).

Although the length of glass tube itself contributes to a

larger total current, the distance between the pin to the

outlet of the glass tube (s) does not make significant effect

on the total current. Figure 2e shows the frequency

dependence of the total current of the low frequency (LF)

plasma jet operating at 1400 Vrms and the gas flow rate of

3 l �min�1. From 30kHz to 70 kHz, the total current
DOI: 10.1002/ppap.200850001
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Figure 2. a) Plasma length as a function of applied voltage. b) Total current of the LF plasma jet as a function of applied voltage for two
different p. c) Total current as a function of applied voltage for the cases of no metal plane and of the plane with two different d at the
frequency of 50 kHz and the gas flow rate of 3 l �min�1. d) Total current vs. applied voltage for different geometrical parameters. e) The
frequency dependence of the total current at the applied voltage of 1400V and the gas flow rate of 3 l �min�1. f) Current collected at
the ground plane electrode as a function of the distance of the plane electrode from the pin (d). g) Total current as a function of gas flow rate
at the frequency of 50 kHz and the applied voltage of 1 400V. h) The measured gas temperature as a function of applied voltage for LF
plasma jet.
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increases from 5.3 to 6.7 mArms, suggesting more powerful

plasma jets at higher frequencies. In order to maintain a

suitable level of the reactive plasma species, the discharge

current should not be small. A key issue for atmospheric-

pressuremicroplasma jets is to expand their stability range

to larger discharge currents with improved plasma

reactivity. Figure 2f shows the variation of the current

collected at the ground plane electrodewith the distance of

the plane electrode from the pin. It is observed that the

current is decreased with increasing the distance

exhibiting the characteristics of corona discharge. For the

spacing closer than 1.0 cm, arcing is generated. For the

spacing larger than 2.0 cm, the current monitor is plagued

with noise. The influence of the gas flow rate on the total

current is also shown inFigure2g. Thegasflowratedoesnot

make a noticeable difference on the total current. Gas

temperature is an important parameter in plasma applica-

tion. Cold plasma jet provides anon-destructive tool to heat

sensitive materials. As shown in Figure 2h, the gas

temperature of the LF plasma was as low as the room

temperature. Thegas temperaturewasmeasuredbyusinga

fiber optic temperature sensor (FISO UM14&FOTL-L). The

increase rate of the gas temperaturewithapplied voltage in

LF plasma is lower than that in the RF plasma (Figure 5c).

Figure 3 shows the emission spectrum observed in the LF

plasma (1 400 Vrms, 2 l �min�1). It shows that there were

strongnitrogenmolecular lines, aswell as a fewheliumand

oxygen atomic lines.[25–27] The strongest emission is the N�
2

line at 337.2 nm, andmany nitrogen lines, excited He atom

line at 706.5 nm, and excited oxygen line at 777nm are

shown. Oxygen and nitrogen species appear because the

plasmawas ejected into the ambient airwhere its energetic

electrons and metastables ionized and excited air mole-

cules. Atomic oxygen is usually generated by a dissociative

collision between an oxygen molecule and an electron.
Figure 3. Emission spectrum from 200nm to 800nm observed in
LF plasma jet (1 400 Vrms, 2 l �min�1).
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Active species generated in the microplasma carry enough

energy to remain active in spite of their transference to the

free environment. The excited He is capable of exciting and

ionizing a considerable amount of nitrogen molecules

taking into account air molecule composition.[28] The LF

plasma emission spectrum clearly indicates that OH and

NO exist in the plasma plume.[3,5] The emission line at

656nm corresponds to the Ha line, which is generated by

the collision between water vapor molecule and electrons

(H2Oþ e!HþOHþ e). The emission intensity of OH at

309nm is stronger than that of Ha at 656nm. This indicates

thatOH radicals are also formedby the reaction of excitedO

with water vapor molecule (H2OþO! 2 OH).[3] The NO

serves a multitude of essential biological functions,

including the bactericidal effect and the induction of the

phagocytosis of bacteria and necrotic detrite.[29] These

highly reactive species are considered to be most effective

agents in attacking cells or organic material in general.
Radio-frequency Microplasma Jet

TheRFplasma jetwaspoweredat a frequencyof13.56MHz.

The supplied power varied from 5 to 10W. The RF plasma

was of spherical shape. Its length did not increase much

with increasing the RF power. As shown in Figure 4, the

corresponding amplitudes of the RF voltage ranged from

182 to 250Vrms and the measured total current was 280–

423 mArms. As the RF voltage is increased, the total current

increases. This is a typical property of abnormal glow

discharges. In ac driven plasmas with a given power, as

driving frequency increases, the discharge voltage gets

lower and the discharge current gets larger. This can be

verified from the electrical characteristics of a 50 kHz jet

(Figure2) anda13.56MHz jet (Figure4). The influenceof the

gasflowrateon thebehaviorsof theelectricalparametersof

the plasma (voltage and current) is also shown in Figure 4a

and b. For a fixed value of the input RF power, by increasing

the gas flow rate, the plasma volume increases.[30] Thus,

accepting that the ionization degree is almost constant, the

plasma current increases while the applied voltage

decreases. Figure 5a shows the variation of the total current

with the applied voltage for the three different cases (one

without the metal plane electrode and others with the

plane electrode of distances d¼ 3 and 6mm). Similar to

the LF plasma jet, the case of small d has a higher current,

and the increase rate of the currentwith theappliedvoltage

is bigger than that of the LF jet. At a given applied voltage,

the electric field increaseswith decreasing electrode gap (d)

and causes an increase of the ionization rate in the plasma.

Figure 5b shows the variation of the current collected at the

ground plane electrode with the input RF power for two

distances of the plane electrode from the pin (d¼ 2 and

4mm). When a ground electrode was placed 5mm away
DOI: 10.1002/ppap.200850001
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Figure 5. a) Total current as a function of applied voltage for the
cases of no metal plane and of the plane with two different d at
the frequency of 13.56MHz and the gas flow rate of 0.5 l �min�1.
b) The current collected at the ground plane electrode as a
function of the input RF power for two distances of the plane
electrode from the pin (d¼ 2 and 4mm). c) The measured gas
temperature as a function of input RF power.

Figure 4. The voltage and total current as a function of input
power for different flow rates.
from the Perspex tube, the plasma plume barely touched

the ground electrode. By increasing the input power from

5W to 9W, the current through the ground plane electrode

was increased from21mArms to31mArms for thedistanceof

4mm.The increase rate of the currentwith the inputpower

became large for the distance of 2mm. Itwas observed that

the plasma increased in brightness when the electrode gap

(d) is decreased, and the glowexpanded and spreadover the

surface.[10] The electron temperature (Te) is estimated at

about 0.2 eV from swarm parameters of electron in helium

using the well-known Einstein’s equation kB Te /e¼De /me,

whereme , kB, andDeare driftmobility, Boltzmann constant,

and the diffusion constant. For the input RF power of 7W

and the electrode gap of 2mm, the electron density (ne) is

about 2.5� 1012 cm�3 from the calculation based on the

relationne¼ J /(Eme e),where J is the current densityandE is

the electric field.[4] Figure 5c shows the measured gas
Plasma Process. Polym. 2009, 6, 676–685
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temperature as a function of input power for RF plasma jets

with and without a ground plane electrode. A continuous

increase in the gas temperature canbe seen as the RFpower

increases. An increase in the plasma power leads to an

increase of the plasma volume, which is immediately

reflected by the gas heating.With a ground plane electrode,

the discharge has a larger gas temperature and the increase

rate of gas temperature with input power becomes higher.

Compared to Figure 2h, the gas temperature of the RF jet is

higher than that of the LF jet and this is consistent with its

stronger optical emission. The gas temperature (Tg) of the

plasmacanbededuced fromthe rotational temperature (Tr)

of diatomic species, which is expected to be in equilibrium

with Tg. The rotational temperature of a molecule can be

obtained by comparing the synthetic diatomic molecular

spectrum with measured one.[31] To obtain the best fit

between the experimental and the synthetic spectral

bands, a least-square procedure is used. A typical fitting

of the measured band spectrum with the synthetic

spectrum is shown in Figure 6a and b. TheNþ
2 first negative

system band from 390nm and 392nm for the 391.44nm

line of the measured first negative (0,0) band is fitted with
Figure 6. Comparison of experimental and simulated spectra of
a) Nþ

2 first negative system 0-0 transition. b) OH (A 2Pþ!X 2P,
306 - 310nm) transition for Tr measurement of the RF jet.
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thesynthetic spectrumtoobtainNþ
2 rotational temperature

(Figure 6a). The OH band (A 2Pþ!X 2P transition) from

306nm and 310nm is fitted to obtain OH rotational

temperature in Figure 6b. Good agreement between the

measured spectrum and the synthetic suggests reasonable

evaluation of Tr. The rotational temperature compareswell

with the gas temperature for the RF plasma jets without a

ground plane electrode in Figure 5c. Figure 7a shows the
Figure 7. Emission spectrum from 200nm to 800nm observed in
RF plasma jet (6W, 1 l �min�1) with different input gas. a) He only,
b) Hewith the 5 sccm of oxygen gas, and c) He with the 10 sccm of
oxygen gas.

DOI: 10.1002/ppap.200850001
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Figure 8. Voltage versus applied RF power for two operating
conditions (with and without the loop wire). The photograph
shows a plasma plume with loop wire.
emission spectrum observed in the RF plasma jet (6W,

1 l �min�1). In the emission spectrum, we observed strong

OH andweak N2molecular bands, as well as strong atomic

lines of He and O. Compared with the LF plasma jet

spectrum, the RF jet spectrumhasmuch higher intensity in

helium atomic lines indicating larger plasma density and/

or electron temperatures.[7] The intensity fromNO remains

almost unchanged or slightly decreases. Another main

difference between the LF and RF spectra relies on the

relative intensity of the nitrogen band.[28] The strongest

emission is the N�
2 line at 337.2 nm in the LF jet, whereas in

theRF jet it is theOH line at 306nm (thenext stronger one is

the excited He atom line at 706.5 nm), suggesting a

difference in their electron energy distribution function.

Since the critical radicals to cell death are just O and OH

radicals, the richness of O, H, and OH species makes the RF

microplasma jets more suitable for the biomedical applica-

tions.[13,32] Figure 7b and c show the emission spectrawhen

oxygen gas is added into helium to generate more reactive

species, which play a significant role in sterilization. As the

oxygen flow rate increases, higher excited oxygen line is

observed, while hydroxyl line is decreased slightly. At the

oxygen flow rate of 10 sccm (which is equivalent to 1

volume percent in helium), the helium peak (at 706.5 nm)

decreases, indicating that electrons dissipate more of their

energy through collisions with oxygen molecules rather

than with helium atoms.[33] The RF microplasma jets have

higher plasma intensity and lower excitation voltage, but

their power consumption and gas temperature are

generally much higher. When an external loop wire is

placed near the outlet of the glass tube serving as a ground

electrode (instead of the plane electrode), it is observed that

the plasma plume gets thicker and the discharge current

increases and the optical emission intensities from the RF

plasma plume are enhanced significantly indicating that

the generated plasma is near the glow discharge mode.[25]

Figure8 shows theamplitudeof theRFvoltageasa function

of the input RF power for the cases with and without the

loop wire. In presence of the loop wire, the voltage is

decreased and the current is increased. However, the

plasma is disturbed significantly, and this limits the use of

the loop wire for certain applications.
Bacterial Inactivation

For the biomedical application of the plasma jets, the

bacterial inactivation experiment using the two types of

source (LF and RF) was performed. We did not explore the

effects of every geometrical and operation parameters of

the plasma jets on the bacterial inactivation. Instead,

plasma power (or applied voltage), treatment time, and pin

(needle)-to-sample distance were varied. The direct plasma

treatment implies that living tissue itself is used as one of

the electrodes anddirectly participates in the active plasma
Plasma Process. Polym. 2009, 6, 676–685
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discharge process. Neither the plane ground electrode, nor

the loop wire is used in the bacterial inactivation

experiment. Figure 9a shows the survival curve of E. coli

for different discharge conditions. Two cases of LF (50 kHz)

jets (applied voltage 1 400V and 1700V with distance

1.5 cm) and three cases of rf jets (input power 8W with

5mm distance, 10W - 5mm, and 8W - 2mm) are

considered. The vertical axis is the log of the number of

viable E. coli remaining (N) to the control number (N0). The

dotted lines represent fitting curves using the least-

squares non-linear regression. Some cases show a clear

pattern ofmulti-phase inactivation curves. In low pressure

systems, one often observes fast initial sterilization

efficiency, followed by a long tailing due to shadowing

effects.[34] Even in atmospheric pressure systems, when

samples are treated by large area dielectric barrier

discharge sources or the plasma jets with higher power

(or applied voltage), one may observe a similar

trend.[15,16,35] However, in the treatment done by low-

power plasma jets, the sterilization curve can be approxi-

mated as either straight line,[10,14] or as multi-phase

nonlinear curve[11] in a log scale. The sterilization kinetics

depends on both the type of the microorganisms and the
www.plasma-polymers.org 683
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Figure 9. a) Survival curve of E. coli for different discharge con-
ditions (the LF jets with 1 400V and 1 700V (distance 1.5 cm), the
RF jets with 8W - distance 5mm, 10W - 5mm, 8W - 2mm).
b) Effect of hot plate temperature on the survival of E. coli (circle
symbols) and the comparison with the plasma treatment.

684
characteristics of the plasma plume (which is determined

by plasma gas, power coupling mechanism, and electrode

geometry).[10,11,15,16,35] It should be also noted that the

treatment time of 60 s is not sufficient to explore the

sterilization kinetics of the microorganisms. The steriliza-

tion efficiency is proportional to the input power (or the

appliedvoltage).Almostall E. coliwerekilled inabout60sat

5mm distance for the RF jet of 10W. The increasing

exposure distance reduces the sterilization efficiency by

separating the sample from the energetic plasma source,

and by reducing plasma activity by decreasing power.[10]

The decimal reduction time (D value) for the RF plasma jet

are 36 s (10W, 5mm, 1 l �min�1), 44 s (8W, 2mm, 1

l �min�1), and 58 s (8W, 5mm, 1 l �min�1). The D value for

the LF plasma jet is 47 s (1700V, 1.5 cm, 2 l �min�1). A

reduction factor of about 6 logarithmic steps is achieved at

60 s in the RF jet of 10W. The experimental data show that

the sterilization efficiency of the RF plasma jet is generally

better than that of LFplasma jet.However, LFplasma jethas

an advantage when the plasma device needs to be at a

substantial distance from the sample. Moreover, the

situation can be changed when either higher voltage

(e.g., 5–9 kV) LF or narrow high voltage pulses (with

repetition rates in thekilohertz range)areusedasexcitation
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sources of the plasma jet. The current results indicate that

the LF plasma jet with a little higher voltage than that

employed in this work can achieve a level of sterilization

efficiency comparable to that of the RF jet. It has also been

known that that the addition of a small amount ofO2 gas to

pure helium results in an efficient sterilization.[1,14] This

study also confirmed this phenomenon, but a detailed

analysis was given in a separate paper.[36] The E. coli is

extremely sensitive to heat (for temperature above 40 8C).
As can be seen in Figure 2h and Figure 5c, the gas

temperatures of the LF jet and the RF jet are near room

temperature. To explore the heat effect of sterilization, the

substrate was heated to 323K (above the gas temperature

of 312K for the RF jet of 10W) using a hot plate (WiseStir

MSH-20D), and the gas was flown. As can be seen in

Figure 9b, the population of E. coli heated on the hot plate

was decreased at the plate temperature of 323K, until 35 s,

and then the survival populationwas saturated. But, the RF

plasma treatment corresponding to the same plume

temperature resulted in a drastic reduction at 40 s. In the

plasma treatment, since the distance between the tip and

the sample is several millimeter, actually the plume

temperature is not reached uniformly over the sample.

Thus, the bacterial inactivation by plasma plume occurs

locally, whereas the hot plate heats the sample uniformly.

The inactivation efficiency of the RF plasma is significantly

greater than that of hot gas only as the exposure time is

increased above 35 s. UV radiation is important factor

responsible for sterilization of E. coli when the exposure

distance is short and the gas flow rate is small.[12,14]

However, when liquid samples are treated as in this work,

short-wavelength radiation is cut off by water. Therefore,

the primary role in the inactivation is expected to be played

by reactive species including oxygen, OH, H, and NO with

minor aid from heat, UV photons, charged particles, and

electric fields.[16,36] This is confirmed by the correlation of

the survival curve with the optical emission spectra. If the

sample isexposedbyplasmawithbeingplacedontheplane

electrode, the sterilization can be expedited due to a drastic

increase in the gas temperature (see Figure 5c).
Conclusion

In summary, compact microplasma jet devices are devel-

oped at atmospheric pressure excited at a several tens of

kilohertz and 13.56MHz. With various geometrical and

operational parameters changed, the plasma jets showed

different discharge characteristics. As the length of the pin

wireexposed to theplasma(p) is increased, the lengthof the

plasma plume increases, but the current is decreased. The

distance between the pin to the outlet of the glass tube (s)

doesnotmakesignificanteffectonthetotal current.Whena

conducting material, an iron plane electrode, was placed
DOI: 10.1002/ppap.200850001
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near the pin electrode, the electrical characteristics and gas

temperature of the microplasma jets were changed. As the

distance between the pin and the plane electrode (d) is

decreased, the current through the metal plane increases

and the increase rate of that current with the input power

becomes higher. In presence of a plane electrode, the gas

temperature tends to increase, and the increase rate of the

gas temperature with input power becomes higher. The

operational parameters include the applied voltage (ampli-

tude and frequency) and the gas flow rate. The developed

microplasma jets proved to be low current and low gas

temperature. They are utilized to perform the bacterial

inactivation experiments. The survival curves of E. coli are

obtained for different discharge conditions. The experi-

mental data show that the sterilization efficiency of the RF

plasma jet is generally better than that of LF plasma jet. The

primary role in the inactivation is expected to be played by

reactive oxygen species with minor aid from UV photons,

charged particles, heat, and electric fields. This point can be

seen from the comparison of the optical emission spectra

for the LF andRF jets. The richness ofOandOHspecies in the

plasmaplumemakes theRFmicroplasma jetsmoresuitable

for thebiomedical applications.However, it is expected that

the LF plasma jet implementedwith proper parameters can

achieve a level of sterilization efficiency comparable to that

of the RF jet.
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